Dear Specialized Rider:

We are voluntarily recalling Flux and Stix Lights in cooperation with the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission (“CPSC”).

Fig. 1: Flux Headlights and Taillights
Fig. 2: Stix Headlights and Taillights

Affected Models: The below is a list of affected lights. If you are unsure whether your light is affected, please stop using it and contact your nearest Authorized Specialized Retailer.

- Flux Expert Headlight
- Flux Elite Headlight
- Flux Expert Taillight
- Stix Comp Headlight
- Stix Comp Taillight
- Stix Sport Headlight
- Stix Sport Taillight
- Stix Sport Headlight and Taillight Combo

What is the issue with the recalled lights: The headlights and taillights can overheat, posing fire and burn hazards.

What Specialized will do for owners of a recalled light: Please return your light to your Authorized Specialized Retailer. If you have purchased your light directly from Specialized, please call Rider Care. Specialized will upgrade the firmware on your Flux Headlight at an Authorized Specialized Service Center and provide you with upgraded instructions. If you have a Flux Expert Taillight, Specialized will exchange it with the latest approved model. If you have a Stix Light, Specialized will exchange it for a new one. All of this will be at no charge to you.

For questions, please contact your Authorized Specialized Retailer or call Rider Care at (800) 722-4423.